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Heart / Mind Dissonance
Transcending to High Heart / High Mind Intelligence

I am so thrilled you have joined me today. I know I can help you understand more about why

you struggle so much internally, day to day with balancing the demands of life and your own

inner wants, desires and needs.

 

Let’s begin the discussion about us, our human mind and human heart, self-awareness,

sensing internally our energy and navigating what you sense with the outside world.

 

Firstly, we must learn to be acutely aware of ourselves at all times. How we feel in the

physical body, in our mind and thoughts. Question what is happening in me at this moment?

Notice your emotional self and most importantly notice your energy, your vibration and know

what causes it to fluctuate, become blocked or overwhelming.

I'm Bridgit Cray, 

a Holistic Counsellor

and Energy Practitioner. 

 

My mission is to create

more peace in this

world by guiding you to

unify the heart and mind

intelligence. 

http://striveandthrive.com.au/
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Developing Self-Awareness:

This does not happen automatically by reading books or thinking about concepts. It requires

us to be hands-on, to do specific activities and to translate them into feeling experiences.

This will significantly help to increase our powers of observation. It is only once we observe

ourselves better than we can challenge our core beliefs and our choices and move towards

more alignment and coherence with our selves internally.

 

You may ask what that will do? Well, it’s a lifesaver actually.  When we are more aligned and

less impacted by the world around us we have more peace and more harmony, we

experience life with more ease and grace. This positively impacts our whole being on all

levels.

The Mind and The Brain 

and Negative Feedback Loops:

Some facts for you to mull over.

The brain is a powerful organ and is designed to regulate the electrical currents, by

stimulating pathways to carry the current through our body.

We have a higher mind and an ego-mind (lower mind). Most of us are not really aware of

which one is operating in us at any given time. In short, the higher mind is linked to our

sensing and intuition and this drops in once the lower mind is clearer.

The lower mind is the conditioned mind, the ‘Monkey Mind’ where we experience constant

mind chatter, negative thoughts, negative looping in our thinking that goes around and

around in our thinking. The lower mind houses the ego-personality and keeps us in

polarity/duality thinking and away from our heart, our feeling self. There is much to

understand here but for now, all you need to know is the importance of having awareness

of yourself and of how the lower mind impacts you, your vibration and emotions. Under

pressure, if you ask the mind what to do it will go through logic loops, ego loops and

defensive loops offering little clarity.

The mind chatter also keeps us away from the present moment, this now time reality and

keeps us thinking of the past, who did what to us, our parents’ voices, past relationship

issues and the like.  It also makes us project our past thoughts from our past experiences

into the future. It houses all our past realities and includes all our pain and trauma and

keeps us and our nervous system in a stressed state.
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How do we gain control over our fears and worries?

We access the Heart Intelligence.

Facts about the heart.

The heart does in fact have more neural cells than the brain. These cells allow the heart

to have its own intelligence independent of the brain. This means that the heart can send

more information to the brain than the brain can to the heart.

The heart emits an electromagnetic field that expands between 96 and 300 cms and

connects to the quantum field not bounded by time and space. This allows all living

things to sense it, and it is this that connects us all.

The heart connects 24 hours each day with the physical, mental, emotional and

energetic self, as well as connecting with the environment, other people and the

cosmic/universal energy. These messages are fed back to the brain and the brain

decodes the messages for us to utilise when it is fully connected to the heart and we are

aware of the vibrational messages sent.

We have a lower heart (in terms of vibrational access) and a higher heart.

The lower heart houses our connection to the emotional pain body, all our past and

present grief, fear, anger, resentment, our pain and trauma. Due to this, we have

energetically armoured it to prevent further pain. But this keeps us away from presence,

peace and harmony and keeps the mind and the heart separate.

The high heart is the balancer and harmonizer for the whole human form when we know

how to connect to it. The high heart will balance our physical form, our emotions, connect

us with our spiritual and energetic bodies and synthesize all energies out of balance,

energies in dissonance. The result is inner peace, greater harmony, intuition and more

empowerment.

How do we access the High Heart and heart

intelligence?

The ancients knew the wisdom of the heart intelligence and used it to connect to universal

energy to assist them with day to day living and decision making.

 

For thousands of years, we humans have generally lost connection to our heart intelligence,

in fact, to know our true authentic selves. We live in silos, mind and emotion often split and

shut down from our spiritual selves. This causes us to feel stuck and disconnected.
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It’s time to reconnect heart and mind!

So here are some hints on how to begin that heart connection and settle the mind chatter.

 

1.Stop, sit down, close your eyes and take a few deep breaths. Feel yourself on the chair you

are sitting on, your feet on the floor. Really connect to the sensations you are feeling that

includes awareness of the breath in and out of the lungs. Sense how you feel in this now

moment.

 

2.With intention and a statement something like, ‘as I sit in this now moment I bring all parts

of me into the here and now. I command this and open up to receive and connect to my

higher vibration’.

 

3.Now sit and observe the body sensations as you continue to breathe in and out very slowly.

Notice the sensations and if the mind is active notice it and asks it steps back whilst you

focus on your breathing.

 

4.Once you settle into this now moment imagine you are opening up a huge flower on the

top of your head. Breathe in and allow the energy of the next out-breath to connect to the

top of your head, your crown chakra (energy centre) and open up the flower. Sense the

sensations here.

 

5.Next, breathe in and on the out-breath allow the energy to flow from the top of your head

to between the eyebrows, your third eye chakra (energy centre). Sense how it feels allow

the sensations to talk to you.

 

6.Once you feel this centre, on the next breath in and a long slow breath out move your

attention to your heart chakra, your chest area. Soften into that area like you are intending

a soft pink cloud to caress you in the heart. Command the heart flower to open wide. Spend

some time there sensing and willing it open. Feel the change in energy as you place this

intention in this space.

 

7.Now move to the Solar Plexus, the tip of your sternum in the soft area. This is where you

will have experienced your gut feelings in the past. Deep breath in and a long slow breath

out, flowing now from the heart into this area. Intend to open up this flower, see a bright

yellow sun in this energy centre. Sense its vibration changing as you spend time here.

 

8.Being the observer of all the sensations you are noticing in your body, now take another

breath in, slowly release it and let the energy of the breath move down below your belly

button into the Sacral Chakra. Intend to soften into this area feeling all the sensations. To

help, you can intend to open your flower, your Sacral Chakra, with a bright orange ball of

colour. Witness and observe the vibrations showing here.
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9.Finally, you are going to open the red ball of light, the base chakra, at the tip of your tail

bone, your sitting bones. Breathe in and on the out-breath let the energy cascade into the

tail bone. Feel the sensations here and at the same time observe how your whole body is

now feeling.

You are likely to feel more connected and more
grounded, calmer and more centred now. You should
be able to keep your eyes closed but observe your
whole self now, feeling all the sensations, emotions,
noticing that your thoughts are not so demanding and
you may notice more awareness of the self and all its
parts.

Now we return to the heart centre. You are now in a more sensitive space to drop into

the heart. Soften into this space. This is the space of your real authentic self away from

society demands and judgements. You can be real here. When you start to talk to the

heart intelligence, like a prayer to self, it will begin to respond in the language of

vibration and sensations.

It is the centre of our intuition and inner guidance and is communicated via gut feelings

and an inner knowing. The heart actually knows, via connection to our spirit what is

coming into our field 4.8 seconds before it happens so a connection to it gives us a

sense of safety.

Practice sitting in this space, getting to know it intimately. Put out intentions of love,

kindness and appreciation for all things and this will increase your coherence between

mind and heart. This action when felt in the vibration, allows the heart to rebalance and

harmonise our whole our energy field.

If practised daily, you will feel more in unity, more at peace, have less worry and stress in

your day to day life. You will feel more whole, more connected to yourself and that will

positively reflect in your life and your relationships.

Allow this guided audio to take you on a journey

Download Here
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https://soundcloud.com/user-342843868/connecting-to-self-meditation-audio

